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(54) A method and apparatus for operation control of memories

(57) The memory control this invention includes a
microprogram-read-only-memory (CROM) containing
micro-instructions for operation of an integrated-circuit
memory, a program counter multiplexer (PCM) to select
instructions from the control-read-only-memory, a mi-
cro-instruction decoder with BILBO control (MID/BC), a
test input multiplexer (TIM) to test control signals, an op-
tional status output register (SOR) to generate control
signals, and a subroutine stack (SS) to allow function
calls. A program counter (PC) takes an index signal from

the micro-instruction decoder with BILBO control (MID/
BC) and a signal from the program counter multiplexer
(PCM), and from those signals, generates a next mi-
crocode address. Complex program, erase, and com-
paction instructions for the integrated-circuit memory
are implemented using a relatively small number of con-
trol-read-only-memory locations and using a relatively
small surface area on the memory chip. Control instruc-
tions are easily modified to compensate for process and
structure enhancements are made during the produc-
tion lifetime of an integrated-circuit memory.
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